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Abstract. Simulations of contrail-to-cirrus transition were
performed with an LES model. In Part 1 the impact of rel-
ative humidity, temperature and vertical wind shear was ex-
plored in a detailed parametric study. Here, we study atmo-
spheric parameters like stratification and depth of the super-
saturated layer and processes which may affect the contrail
evolution. We consider contrails in various radiation sce-
narios herein defined by the season, time of day and the
presence of lower-level cloudiness which controls the radi-
ance incident on the contrail layer. Under suitable condi-
tions, controlled by the radiation scenario and stratification,
radiative heating lifts the contrail-cirrus and prolongs its life-
time. The potential of contrail-driven secondary nucleation
is investigated. We consider homogeneous nucleation and
heterogeneous nucleation of preactivated soot cores released
from sublimated contrail ice crystals. In our model the con-
trail dynamics triggered by radiative heating does not suffice
to force homogeneous freezing of ambient liquid aerosol par-
ticles. Furthermore, our model results suggest that heteroge-
neous nucleation of preactivated soot cores is unimportant.
Contrail evolution is not controlled by the depth of the su-
persaturated layer as long as it exceeds roughly 500 m. Deep
fallstreaks however need thicker layers. A variation of the
initial ice crystal number is effective during the whole evolu-
tion of a contrail. A cut of the soot particle emission by two
orders of magnitude can reduce the contrail timescale by one
hour and the optical thickness by a factor of 5. Hence future
engines with lower soot particle emissions could potentially
lead to a reduction of the climate impact of aviation.
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(simon.unterstrasser@dlr.de)

1 Introduction

In Part 1 (Unterstrasser and Gierens, 2009), a numerical
model was introduced which is capable of performing an am-
ple number of simulations of the transition of contrails into
so-called contrail-cirrus. In that paper we studied mainly
the influence of the meteorological conditions, i.e. relative
humidity RHi , temperatureT and vertical wind shears, on
the transition, and we could demonstrate that the relative hu-
midity is the most important environmental factor that deter-
mines contrail evolution and properties. But other factors,
that could play a role or trigger interesting effects, have not
yet been taken into consideration, and this will be done here.
For instance radiation and its effect on the internal dynam-
ics of a contrail will be studied for a number of “radiation
scenarios”. We will investigate how the stratification of the
atmosphere affects the vertical displacement of radiatively
heated contrails. Further, we test the hypothesis whether ra-
diation can excite a strong contrail lifting that leads to ho-
mogeneous nucleation of crystals above the contrail. Sim-
ilarly we assess whether heterogeneous nucleation of pre-
activated soot-cores (released from sublimated contrail ice
crystals during the vortex phase) can be assumed to be a com-
mon process that increases the optical thickness of contrails
in their later evolution. Moreover, the thickness of the super-
saturated layer and the initial ice mass/number are varied, re-
spectively, and the corresponding effect on the contrail-cirrus
analysed. An overview over all simulations presented in this
paper is given in Table1.

The paper is structured as follows: We begin with a brief
description of the employed model in the following section.
More details can be found in Part 1. The various sensitiv-
ity studies are presented in Sects. 3 to 6. We discuss more
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general implications of our results in Sect. 7 and draw con-
clusions in the final Sect. 8.

2 Model setup

As a detailed description of the model is given in Part 1,
we will only sketch it here. We use EULAG to solve the
momentum and thermodynamic equations (Smolarkiewicz
and Margolin, 1997, 1998). Coupled to this is a micro-
physics module with a 2-moment-scheme (Spichtinger and
Gierens, 2009) which solves prognostic equations for ice
mass and number considering processes like ice deposition,
sublimation and sedimentation. The crystal masses are as-
sumed to be lognormally distributed in each grid box. Ho-
mogeneous/heterogeneous nucleation routines are switched
on only if explicitly stated. The ice from different nucle-
ation mechanisms and the contrail ice are stored in different
ice classes. For each ice class the prognostic equations of
the microphysical routine are solved simultaneously. This
allows us to study the interaction of ice from different ori-
gins. For example we can study how the contrail evolution
is impaired by surrounding natural cirrus or assess the po-
tential that sublimated ice crystals re-nucleate. Quantities
like ice number, ice mass, extinction and optical thickness
of the total ice (i.e. consisting of several classes) are simply
the sum of the specific quantities in the various classes. Since
our computation of extinction requires a unimodal lognormal
distribution of ice crystal mass, we note that the extinction
coefficientχm is first calculated for each ice class reflecting
their different lognormal distributions and then summed up.
The indexm denotes them-th ice class. In the same way the
effective radiusre,m in each gridbox is calculated for each
ice class separately. Similar to Part 1, Eq. (3), we use an
extinction-weighted mean effective radiusre:

re =

∫ ∫ ∑#classes
m=1 χm re,m dx dz∫ ∫ ∑#classes

m=1 χm dx dz
(1)

In Part 1 all simulations dealt with steady ambient condi-
tions, i.e. the ambient temperature and relative humidity did
not change with time, as we did not consider synoptic-scale
vertical motion (w0=0). In the present paper we test differ-
ent nucleation processes and we allow a non-zerow0. This
updraught/downdraught is not explicitly resolved in the ve-
locity field, but we use an external forcing term in the temper-
ature equation to accommodate for the adiabatic temperature
change:

d T̃e

dt
=

d Te

dt
+ 0d w0 (2)

This formula is relevant only in the microphysics module,
since in the dynamic core of EULAG the thermodynamic
equation is written in terms ofθ which is unaffected by
adiabatic processes.dTe

dt
is the uncorrected temperature

forcing deduced from EULAG variablesθe and pe. The

corrected temperature tendencydT̃e

dt
includes the term0dw0

with 0d=−g/cp and vertical speedw0 (>0 for a updraught
and<0 for a downdraught).

Moreover to study the radiation effect, a one-dimensional
radiative transfer routine was implemented which will be ex-
plained in Sect.4.1.

We run the model in 2 dimensions (vertical coordinatez

and horizontal coordinatex normal to the flight direction)
with resolution1x and 1z≈10m. For initialisation we
use the final microphysical fields of vortex phase simula-
tions fromUnterstrasser et al.(2008) (hereafter referred to
as UGS08) They differ for the various relative humidities,
temperatures and stabilities. The vortex-phase simulations
were started withN ∗

00=3.4·1012m−1 crystals and a variable
fractionfn survives the vortex phase for the various ambient
conditions. The number of crystals present at the beginning
of the dispersion phase isN0=N ∗

00×fn.
Part 1 investigated the impact of temperatureT ∈

[209K,222K], relative humidity with respect to ice RHi ∈

[105%,130%] and vertical wind shears ∈ [0s−1,6·10−3s−1
]

on contrail-to-cirrus transition. Now the sensitivity of further
parameters is studied at fixed triples{T ,RHi,s} and com-
pared to the standard simulations.

For reasons of convenience we repeat a few definitions of
Part 1, for details see there.

To determine average values of quantities like optical
thickness, ice water content or ice crystal number concen-
tration of a contrail, we use the definition of a predominant
valueXpre:

Xpre =

∫
Asim

X2 dx dz∫
Asim

X dx dz
, (3)

whereX is a nonnegative quantity which tends to 0 outside
the contrail area.

The total extinctionE is the horizontal integral of the ex-
tinction 1−e−τ(x) whereτ(x) is the optical thickness of a
column.

E=

∫
(1 − e−τ ) dx ≈

∫
τ dx=

∫ ∫
χ dx dz=τ̃ × B̃ (4)

with χ the extinction coefficient of the ice crystals. An ad-
vantage of this quantity is that the definition does not use any
thresholds like the definitions of geometric properties. We
define an intrinsic timescale of a contrail, which is the con-
trail age at whichE starts to decrease.

The vertical distribution of a contrail is studied evaluating
vertical profiles of horizontally integrated extinction:

τhor(z) =

∫
χ(x,z) dx (5)

This gives the optical thickness along a horizontal viewing
direction (perpendicular to the flight direction).

For the sake of simplicity we use the word “contrail” over
its total lifetime, although at later stages the term “contrail-
cirrus” would be more appropriate. In some studies we allow
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nucleation and the word ”cirrus” is reserved for ice clouds
formed naturally. From now on the ambient relative humidity
is denoted as RH∗i and is used to define the simulation setup.
RHi refers to the value at a specific time and location in the
domain. Similarly, the temperature at cruise altitudeTCA is
used to define a specific simulation run.

3 Change of initial ice number and ice mass

The number of ice crystals present at the beginning of the
dispersion phase depends on meteorological and aircraft pa-
rameters. The number of ice crystals formed initially (during
the first second after engine exit),N00, depends on the num-
ber of soot particles emitted from the engines, the temper-
ature (relative to the threshold temperature for contrail for-
mation) and the fuel sulphur content (Kärcher and Yu, 2009;
Schumann et al., 2002; Kärcher et al., 1998; Schumann et al.,
1996). Generally, the initial number of ice crystals is of the
order 1012 to 1013m−1. In our simulations of the vortex-
phase (UGS08) we used a standard value (marked by an as-
terisk) in the middle of that range,N ∗

00=3.4·1012m−1.
During the vortex phase a variable fraction,fn, of crys-

tals sublimates in the primary wake depending mainly on
relative humidity and temperature (UGS08;Huebsch and
Lewellen, 2006). This fraction can be as low as 0.001, but
can also reach almost unity. All simulations of the dispersion
phase in Part 1 have been initialised, according to tempera-
ture and relative humidity, with the respectiveN0=N ∗

00×fn.
In this way we retain the effect of the wake processes on
the later evolution of the contrail. Now our goal is to study
the effect of varying initial conditions at contrail formation,
i.e. varyingN00. It turned out thatfn does not much de-
pend onN00 (UGS08), hence we can formulate our sensitiv-
ity study simply as simulations starting withN0=N00×fn,
where we choose the non-standardN00=β×N ∗

00 with the
factorβ ∈ {0.1,0.5,2,10}. Thus it suffices to multiply all ice
number densitiesN0 in the initial fields withβ. The ambient
conditions are RH∗i =130%,TCA=222K ands=0s−1.

The initial ice massI0 is largely controlled by ambient
conditions, hence we keep it unchanged for a first series
of simulations. Of course, this results in changes of ini-
tial crystal sizes. In a second simulation series, bothIWC0
and N0 are scaled simultaneously withβ which preserves
the initial crystal sizes. Contrary to a variation ofN0, an
I0-modification over two orders of magnitude is rather an
academic exercise. We see that the dominant ambient im-
pact makes the initial perturbation ofIWC a short term effect
on most contrail properties in the simulations (Fig.1). Con-
sidering the predominant optical thickness, for example, the
initial differences (solid to dotted lines) are forgotten after
1000s. One can notice a longer-lasting effect only forIWCpre
andβ=0.1 or 10. But even in these unrealistic cases the ini-
tial perturbation vanishes within one hour. Fortunately, the

model behaves as expected, and in the following we discuss
only simulations with variation inN0.

The initial differences inN0 have a long memory. The
initial scalingβ remains roughly present inN for the first
three hours.

N (t,β)

N (t,β=1)
≈ β =

N (t=0,β)

N (t=0,β=1)
(6)

The differences inN have implications on many contrail
properties. Clearly, the effective radii are smaller for higher
N .

The total extinction over the whole simulation time in-
creases with initial ice crystal number. Both the evolution of
total ice number and mass contribute to this result. First, the
extinction of radiation is larger when crystals are smaller for
a givenIWC and vice versa. Second, the total ice mass (not
shown) gets larger when more crystals are present and vice
versa, but not in the same proportion. For example a tenfold
increase in total ice number may be accompanied by a dou-
bling of the total ice mass. The increase of total ice mass is
due to two mechanisms: during the first hours, higher crystal
concentrations cause faster uptake of water vapour from en-
trained fresh air. Since contrail lateral dimensions are defined
via their visibility, the spreading rate increases with the num-
ber of ice crystals present. At later stages, the sedimentation
flux out of the contrail core region decreases with increas-
ing number of ice crystals, because the fall speeds increase
with crystal size. Moreover, this implies that the intrinsic
timescale varies by roughly one hour whenN0 is varied over
two orders of magnitude.

The optical thickness increases for the total simulation
time with initial ice crystal number. Again this is due to vari-
ations in number and mass concentrations. The ratio ofτpre
for two differentN0-initialisations is nearly constant during
the first three hours and can be expressed with the following
formula.

τpre(t;β) ≈ τpre(t;β=1) × βγ with γ = 0.35 (7)

For t≥3h the formula is no longer accurate since the con-
trail evolutions start to diverge due to differing sedimentation
fluxes.

The diverging evolutions become also apparent in the ver-
tical profiles ofτhor. After two hours all contrails still have
a peak aroundz=700m. The contrails with fewer ice crys-
tals are located slightly lower. As the sedimentation flux is
steadily larger, this leads to considerable differences becom-
ing apparent after three hours. The contrail core is dried out
for smallN0 and the extinction in the fall streaks is as high
as in the contrail core region. In contrast, sedimentation for
largeN0 is still so weak that the fallstreaks are not relevant
relative to the contrail core. We carried out sensitivity studies
for further ambient conditions and they all strongly resemble
the above findings.
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Fig. 1. Variation of initial ice number and ice mass forTCA = 222 K, RH∗
i = 130% ands = 0 s−1. The scaling factorβ is 0.1 (blue),0.5

(red),1 (standard simulation, black),2 (green) and10 (brown), respectively. Solid lines: only ice number was modified, dottedlines: both
ice number and mass were modified. From top right to bottom left (row by row): total extinction, predominant optical thickness, effective
radius, predominant ice water content, vertical profile of optical thicknessτhor after 2 and 3 hours, respectively.

Fig. 1. Variation of initial ice number and ice mass forTCA=222K, RH∗
i
=130% ands=0s−1. The scaling factorβ is 0.1 (blue), 0.5 (red),

1 (standard simulation, black), 2 (green) and 10 (brown), respectively. Solid lines: only ice number was modified, dotted lines: both ice
number and mass were modified. From top right to bottom left (row by row): total extinction, predominant optical thickness, effective radius,
predominant ice water content, vertical profile of optical thicknessτhor after 2 and 3 h, respectively.

4 Radiative impact

4.1 Radiation routine

The ice particles in cirrus and contrails interact with solar and
thermal radiation and change the radiative transfer by scatter-
ing, emission and absorption. Contrail dynamics is triggered
by the gradient in the radiative heating/cooling rate (which
is proportional to the Laplacian of the radiation flux density
vector), in particular between the contrail and its environ-
ment. A warmer/colder contrail excites upward/downward
convection and the temperature within the contrail then
de/increases adiabatically. Depending on the stratification
of the ambient air an adiabatic cooling can largely over-
compensate the radiative warming and vice versa. Also the

internal dynamics of a contrail can change due to differential
heating/cooling. Generally, not only contrail dynamics gets
affected by radiation, but also its microphysical properties
since the excited convection changes the saturation pressure,
hence the relative humidity distribution in the contrail.

To study the radiation–dynamics feedback, a one-
dimensional radiation routine afterFu and Liou(1993), Fu
(1996) undFu et al.(1998) was implemented in the EULAG-
code. The radiation code was especially designed for fast ra-
diative transfer computations of ice clouds and was recently
employed in cirrus studies (Corti et al., 2006; Fusina et al.,
2007).

The routine can handle ice crystals with effective radii
betweenre=6 and 80µm. For smaller crystals, which can
especially occur in young contrails, the parametrisation is
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not well-defined and leads to convergence problems. How-
ever, the radiative impact generally becomes apparent only
over long timescales (∼hours), over which the crystals eas-
ily grow beyond the critical lower limit. Two test studies
showed that the ice crystals in gridboxes withre<6µm can
be neglected in the radiation routine. In a first run the ice
mass is explicitly set to zero (wherere<6µm) when passed
to the radiation routine. The difference to a second run was
negligible, where the ice mass was unchanged andre was ex-
plicitly set to 6µm, when the actualre was smaller. Although
the radiative impact should be higher if we used the actual
re-values, we believe that it is negligible. Additionally, we
neglect the radiative effect of soot.

The heating rates inside the contrail depend on its micro-
physical properties (IWC andre) and on many ambient con-
ditions which control the radiance incident on the contrail
layer. We use vertical profiles of greenhouse gases (H2O,
CO2, O3, CH4 ,N2O) and air temperature and density as in-
put. Moreover, water clouds can be prescribed by setting liq-
uid water content and droplet sizes.Anderson et al.(1986)
supply typical vertical profiles in the rangez=0...120km for
different latitudes and seasons. The background profiles are
daily averages and are employed in a static sense. The time
of day is set by changing the solar zenith angle. To simulate
night conditions, the angle is set to 90◦ and the incident solar
radiation is zero.

The EULAG domain is 1–2km deep and the bottom of the
domain is shifted to an adequate height in the UTLS region
such that the bottom EULAG temperature and the tempera-
ture of the background profile match. Outside the EULAG
domain the vertical resolution of the given profiles is 1km.
Inside the EULAG domain the fine resolution1z=5−10m
is kept and we use the EULAG values for temperature, den-
sity and water vapour. To avoid discontinuities at the top and
bottom boundary, we attach 2km thick interpolation layers
with intermediate resolution where we linearly interpolate
between the EULAG and the background values.

The radiation routine is called separately for each column
of the model domain and computes vertical profiles of heat-
ing rates which serve as additional forcingFR in the thermo-
dynamic equation in EULAG. It is assumed that the gain/loss
of radiation energy of the crystals is instantaneously trans-
ferred to the ambient air and surface effects on the crystals
are not taken into account. This omission is justified since
the surface effect can be neglected for typical crystal sizes in
contrails (Gierens, 1994) and showed no impact in previous
contrail simulations (see sensitivity run 10 inChlond, 1998).

After turning on the radiation routine a background cool-
ing (up to∼−2K/d) occurs in the cloudless regions of the
EULAG domain for all simulations. The elevated water
vapour concentrations (relative to drier background values
above and below) lead to increased IR emission and thus
the contrail layer is steadily cooled. This lowers the vapour
saturation pressure and increases relative humidity. This is
an undesired effect since ideally we would like to study the

radiation affected contrail in the same environment as in the
simulations without radiation in order to isolate the radiation
effect on the contrail. Fortunately, a test showed that the in-
terpretation of our results is practically not affected at all.
We carried out a simulation where the contrail ice was set to
zero in the radiation routine (i.e. the radiation does not inter-
act with ice crystals) and the heating rates passed back to the
EULAG main program contained only the background cool-
ing. This simulation run is referred to as “radiation reference
simulation” and the only difference to the usual standard sim-
ulation with turned off radiation routine is the consideration
of the background cooling. The black dashed lines (“radi-
ation reference simulation”) in Fig.4 show little difference
to the standard simulation (black solid lines) and thus the
impact of this background cooling on the contrail dynamics
and properties is negligible.

4.2 Radiative impact on contrail evolution

4.2.1 Variation of the radiation scenario

The impact of radiation on contrail evolution is studied for
different seasons, times of day and lower-level cloudiness.
These three parameters determine what we call the “radiation
scenario”. For the different seasons we use typical atmo-
spheric background profiles for midlatitude winter/summer
conditions. The daytime is given by solar zenith angle (45◦

at day, 90◦ at night). To study the effect of lower-level cloudi-
ness, we prescribe a water cloud with constantLWC=1g/m3

betweenz=4 and 6km. All simulations used a surface albedo
value ofasfc=0.05. A sensitivity run withasfc=0.3 revealed
a weak sensitivity to this parameter and thus it is not men-
tionned in the following discussion.

Generally we study the radiative impact at ambient con-
ditions (TCA = 217K, RH∗

i =130% ands=0s−1) which lead
to large, long-living contrails. For this parameter choice the
radiative impact is likely to be most pronounced (within the
studied parameter range forTCA, RH∗

i ands). Contrails at
lower relative humidity have smaller ice mass (concentra-
tions) and the heating rates are smaller (see Table1 for an
overview of simulations discussed in this paper). We assume
a stability of the atmosphere ofNBV=1·10−2s−1. This is an
important parameter since it controls the vertical displace-
ment of a contrail for a fixed heating rate. In the next section
the sensitivity toNBV is discussed.

Figure2 shows the heating rate inside the model domain
at t=6500s for summer day conditions with no water cloud
below. The position of the contrail is sketched withIWC=2
and 6 mg/m3-isolines. Outside the contrail the heating rates
are slightly negative as stated earlier. Inside the contrail they
exceed 15K/d, especially at spots with highIWC. The heat-
ing is spatially inhomogeneous. This leads to a stretching of
the contrail in the vertical direction since the top layer rises
faster than the underlying layers.
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Fig. 2. Spatial distribution of the heating rate fort = 6500 s, TCA = 217K, RH∗
i = 130% ands = 0 s−1 on a cloud–free summer day.

Negative values in the white area. For orientation,IWC = 2mg/m3 and6mg/m3–isolines are added. The original flight level is at
z = 1300m.

Fig. 2. Spatial distribution of the heating rate for
t=6500s,TCA=217K, RH∗

i
=130% ands=0s−1 on a cloud–free

summer day. Negative values in the white area. For orientation,
IWC=2 mg/m3 and 6 mg/m3 – isolines are added. The original
flight level is atz=1300m.

Figure3 shows vertical profiles of mean differential heat-
ing rates inside the contrail. First, the differential heating
rates are computed by simply subtracting the background
cooling everywhere. Then the heating rates are averaged
over the contrail area. Only gridboxes withIWC>0.5 mg/m3

are considered. These profiles allow an intercomparison of
the different radiation scenarios and their effect on contrail
evolution. With a cloudless atmosphere below, a contrail is
heated for all studied seasons and day-times. The strongest
heating rates occur during summer, especially during the day.
Then the contrails are mostly heated in the infrared spectrum.
During the day the sun additionally heats in the shortwave
range (∼+30% of IR heating). During a winter day the IR
and solar radiation contribute roughly equally to the contrail
heating. During a winter night the IR heating alone is too
weak to excite an updraught. The profile ofτhor shows that
the simulated contrails have risen by up to 300m within the
first two hours compared to cases without contrail heating
(standard simulation without radiation and “radiation refer-
ence simulation”, black lines). In winter scenarios the uplift
is smaller than in summer scenarios.

Generally the radiative impact is much less pronounced
when there is a water cloud at a lower level (not shown).
The contrail receives less IR radiation from below since the
water cloud emits at a lower temperature than the ground.
In our simulations this leads to a cooling in the IR which
may be roughly compensated by a heating in the solar spec-
trum. During night and/or winter the presence of a water
cloud leads to a slight cooling (IR + solar) of the contrail and
a faster disappearance during its subsidence. Only during a

summer day the contrails are slightly heated when there is a
cloud beneath.

The triggered vertical motion affects the microphysical
and geometric properties. Basically an updraught leads to
a higher total extinction since the ice water content grows,
whereas contrail ice mass sublimates during a downdraught.
Figure 4 shows the temporal evolution of total extinction,
now additionally displaying cases with an underlying water
cloud in the right panels. Scenarios without a water cloud
develop differently from the respective standard simulation
after 1–3 h. While the contrail gets weaker (in terms ofE) in
the standard simulation because of sedimentation, this effect
is (partly) compensated by the uplifting in the radiation cases.
Hence radiation can prolong the lifetime of contrails, espe-
cially during summer and to a lesser extent during winter.
As the figure shows, the radiation effect onE is large under
cloudless summer conditions and for the selected stability.
The cloudless winter and all cloudy cases show also a signifi-
cant radiative impact which can nevertheless also be achieved
by small variations (a few percent) of the background relative
humidity (cf. Part 1, Sect. 3.3.6). In the cloudy cases the de-
viations ofE from the standard simulation with no radiation
are generally smaller and around±20%.

In a further test run (not shown) we increased the tem-
perature toTCA=222K. The increased ice mass leads to a
stronger radiative impact. The reduction of the temperature
difference between the contrail and the earth’s surface or an
underlying cloud, respectively, turned out to be a second or-
der effect.

Finally, we conclude that the radiation scenario has an im-
pact on the contrail evolution which depends most sensitively
on the existence of a cloud underneath, followed by the sea-
son and the time of day. Most favourable conditions (in terms
of higher resultingE-values) for the contrail evolution are
given on cloudless summer days, the least favourable during
cloudy winter nights.

4.2.2 Variation of stratification

As seen above radiation alters the internal dynamics of the
contrail. The heating rates depend on the radiation sce-
nario which determines the radiation flux entering the con-
trail layer and on the microphysical properties of the con-
trail which determine how much of the radiation is converted
to heat and kinetic energy. The magnitude of the vertical
displacement depends on the stratification. In the preced-
ing section the impact of the radiation scenario was inves-
tigated. Now the impact of stratification is studied. The
sensitivity study was carried out for Brunt-Väis̈alä frequen-
ciesNBV=0.5,0.7,1.0,1.3 and 2·10−2s−1. The ambient con-
ditions areTCA=217K, RH∗

i =120% ands=0s−1. The ra-
diation scenario was chosen such that we expect a maxi-
mal updraught (cloudless summer day). Especially in the
weakly stable cases, the height of the simulation domain was
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Fig. 3. Vertical profiles of mean heating rates inside the contrail minus background heating rates (total: top–left; thermal: bottom–left; solar:
bottom–right) and optical thicknessτhor (top–right) att = 6500 s for different radiation scenarios: summer/winter (red/blue) and day/night
(solid/dotted).
Theτhor-figure additionally shows the profiles of the standard simulation with no radiation (black, solid) and the radiation reference simu-
lation (black, dashed). No heating rates are shown since in both simulationsno differential contrail heating occurs.
The ambient conditions areTCA = 217 K, RH∗

i = 130% ands = 0 s−1. The original flight level is atz = 1300 m.

Fig. 3. Vertical profiles of mean heating rates inside the contrail minus background heating rates (total: top-left; thermal: bottom-left; solar:
bottom-right) and optical thicknessτhor (top-right) att=6500s for different radiation scenarios: summer/winter (red/blue) and day/night
(solid/dotted). Theτhor-figure additionally shows the profiles of the standard simulation with no radiation (black, solid) and the radiation
reference simulation (black, dashed). No heating rates are shown since in both simulations no differential contrail heating occurs. The
ambient conditions areTCA=217K, RH∗

i
=130% ands=0s−1. The original flight level is atz=1300m.
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Fig. 4. Temporal evolution of total extinctionE for different radiation scenarios: without/with water cloud (left/right), summer/winter
(red/blue) and day/night (solid/dotted).
For comparison: standard simulation with no radiation (black, solid) and radiation reference simulation (black, dashed). The ambient
conditions areTCA = 217K, RH∗

i = 130%, s = 0 s−1 andNBV = 1 · 10−2 s−1.

Fig. 4. Temporal evolution of total extinctionE for different radiation scenarios: without/with water cloud (left/right), summer/winter
(red/blue) and day/night (solid/dotted). For comparison: standard simulation with no radiation (black, solid) and radiation reference simula-
tion (black, dashed). The ambient conditions areTCA=217K, RH∗

i
=130%,s = 0s−1 andNBV=1·10−2s−1.

enlarged up toLz=5km, such that the contrail is always far
away from the upper boundary.

Stratification affects the contrail evolution via three ways.
First, the initialisation of the microphysical fields differs
from case to case since stratification affects the contrail evo-
lution already during the vortex phase. The more stable the
atmosphere, the faster the vortices decay, which leads to a
smaller vertical extent and more crystals present at the end
of the vortex phase. Between 36% and 61% of the ini-
tial crystals survive the vortex phase for the chosen ambi-
ent conditions. Second, the turbulent flow field depends on

stratification, e.g. the ratio of vertical and horizontal eddy dif-
fusivity is higher in a weakly stratified atmosphere and vice
versa. Third, the aforementioned radiation effect depends on
stratification, as we will see.

In a first step the radiation is turned off to better discrim-
inate between the various effects in the analysis. In a sec-
ond step we turned on the radiation routine. Besides sim-
ply quantifying the stratification impact a further motivation
was to check whether the updraught can lead to nucleation
of new particles, as suggested inJensen et al.(1998). Thus
the homogeneous nucleation routine is now activated in the
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Table 1. List of sensitivity simulations. The type of sensitivity study is given in the left column. The middle column contains a more precise
description of each sensitivity study. The standard parameter value is marked by a box. The right column denotes the relative humidity,
temperature and wind shear at which the sensitivity was studied. The letter “R” indicates that radiation is turned on and the letter “S”
indicates that a cloudless summer day was used as radiation scenario. Parameter combinations printed in boldface are discussed in the paper
in more detail than the others. In simulations with synoptic up/downdraught the background relative humidity and temperature varies with
time (as indicated by the arrows↗ and↘).

Sensitivity variability runs at (RH∗
i
/%,

parameter TCA/K, s/(10−3s−1))

ice crystal number N00=β×N ∗
00 with β ∈ {0.1,0.5, 1 ,2,10} (130,222,0), (130,222,6)

ice crystal number and massN00=β×N ∗
00 andI00=β×I∗

00 with β ∈ {0.1,0.5, 1 ,2,10} (130,222,0), (130,222,6)

radiation scenario 8 runs determined by season (summer/winter), time of day (day/night) and lower–level cloudiness (yes/no) (130,217,0)R

albedoasfc=0.3 instead of default value 0.05 (130,217,0)RS
further simulation at various ambient conditions (130,222,0)RS

(130,212,0)RS
(120,217,0)RS
(110,217,0)RS

stratification and radia- NBV ∈ {0.5,0.7, 1.0 ,1.3,2}×10−2s−1. (120,217,0)
tion-induced homoge- (120,217,0)RS
neous nucleation (120,217,10)RS

NBV=0.7×10−2s−1 (130,217,4)RS
(130,217,4)RS

NBV=1.0×10−2s−1 (140,222,0)RS
(140,222,10)RS

NBV=1.0×10−2s−1 and solar zenith angle =0◦ (130,217,0)RS

supersaturated layer LRH∗
i
∈ { 1 km ,800m,600m,400m} (120,217,0)

(120,217,6)

re-nucleation
reference run w0=10cms−1 for t ∈ [1000s,3000s] and (120↗152↘120,

w0=−10cms−1 for t ∈ [4000s,6000s] 217↘215↗217,0)

like reference runand heterogeneous nucleation with (120↗152↘120,
RHhet∈ {101%,105%,110%,120%,130%} 217↘215↗217,0)

reference run RAD like reference run+ radiation (120↗152↘120,
217↘215↗217,0)RS

like reference run RADand heterogeneous nucleation with (120↗152↘120,
RHhet=120% 217↘215↗217,0)RS

microphysical module. Most likely nucleation should occur,
if at all, above and below the ascending contrail where no
crystals are present and the relative humidity could steadily
rise beyond the nucleation threshold. Inside the contrail core
the relative humidity is around saturation and one cannot ex-
pect nucleation there, since newly available water vapour de-
posits on the crystals within short timescales. How much
crystal-free air is lifted depends also on the shape/width of
the contrail. Thus in a further simulation series the vertical
wind shear was set tos=10· 10−3s−1 to study very broad
contrails. An overview over the simulations presented in this
section is given in Table1.

In a weakly stable atmosphere withNBV=0.5 · 10−2s−1

the simulations show strong turbulent fluctuations in the ver-
tical direction (not shown). In all 3 cases (Table1) the
relative humidity overshoots the nucleation threshold in the
whole simulation domain independently of the contrail. A
cirrus with its characteristic patchy structure forms in the

simulation area but nevertheless detached from the contrail
reducing the relative humidity in the contrail neighbourhood.
At later stages this constrains lateral spreading of the contrail.
As this cirrus formation is not connected with the contrail
dynamics, it is not of interest for our investigation; hence a
more detailed discussion of the interaction of contrails and
natural cirrus in their environment is not in the scope of the
present paper. In Fig.5 the total extinction is shown for the
simulations withs=0s−1. With radiation switched off, the
sensitivity of contrail development on stratification is low.
The contrail’sE and lifetime increase slightly with stratifica-
tion. Also the initial crystal number (after the vortex phase)
increases with stratification: ForNBV=2.0·10−2s−1 it is ap-
proximately two times that forNBV=0.5 ·10−2s−1. Hence
the sedimentation flux decreases with increasing stratifica-
tion (seeN0-sensitivity in Sect.3). With radiation switched
on, the stratification impacts on these properties are opposite
and much larger variation results. The total extinction is the
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larger the less stable the atmosphere is. In the strongly stable
case (NBV=2.0·10−2s−1), radiation has only a small impact,
since the vertical displacement due to contrail heating is neg-
ligible (see Fig.6). Radiation strongly affects the contrail
evolution in slightly stable conditions and the total extinc-
tion is two to three times higher than under strongly stable
conditions.Liu et al. (2003) studied the radiative impact on
natural cirrus and they found consistent with our results that
only in a conditionally unstable atmosphere the cirrus evolu-
tion changes qualitatively.

In radiation scenarios in which contrails are cooled, radia-
tion would lead to a faster disappearance (not shown).

The additional dynamics triggered by radiation and weak
stratification did not suffice in our model to cause nucleation
of ice in the contrail’s environment, neither above nor below
the contrail. In case of a narrow contrail (s=0s−1) the lifted
air flows out horizontally and the humidity increase is not
substantial. In a strongly sheared environment the contrails
are much broader and have lower ice mass concentrations.
Hence less radiation energy is absorbed and converted per
contrail unit width and the heating rates are thus small. The
vertical displacement of such a contrail is not sufficient to
lift the relative humidity above the nucleation threshold (see
Fig.6). In order to test the latter statement we even simulated
cases with still higher relative humidities (up to 140%) and
higher temperatures (222K), and with medium wind shear
(4·10−3s−1) which should neither lead to too lowIWCnor to
too narrow contrails (see Table1 for list of simulations). We
also increased the incident solar radiation flux by setting the
solar zenith angle to zero. In no case we were able to find ho-
mogeneous nucleation close to the lifting contrails that was
characteristically different from the corresponding ice forma-
tion further away. Hence we conclude that radiation-induced
homogeneous nucleation is not relevant for a very wide range
of ambient conditions.

In contrast to our results,Jensen et al.(1998) found in sim-
ulations with ambient RHi=125% humidities directly above
the lifting contrail that would suffice for homogeneous nu-
cleation. In the rest of their domain the humidity was nearly
constant around the initial value, hence far below the nu-
cleation threshold. As their initial parameters (RHi=125%,
TCA=222K,s=6·10−3s−1 and dT/dz=−9.5 K km−1) were
similar to ours, these cannot make the difference. Instead we
believe that the spatial structure of the turbulent wind field is
the main cause of the differences. The humidity field out-
side of the contrail (Fig. 4 inJensen et al., 1998) is very
smooth, and the vertical wind field in their domain mainly
has one large uplift region around the contrail and down-
draught regions elsewhere. This strongly suggests that the
initial random perturbations in their model became quickly
(i.e. within the first hour) damped away. Quick damping of
random wind fluctuations is a symptom of uncorrelated ini-
tial perturbations. In contrast, the initial fluctuations in our
model are autocorrelated, hence their damping time scale is
much longer than one hour. In effect, the radiation-induced
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Fig. 5. Temporal evolution of total extinctionE for different stratification.NBV /(10−2 s−1) = 0.5 (red),0.7 (green),1.0 (black),1.3 (blue)
and2.0 (brown). The radiation routine is turned on (solid) or off (dotted). The ambient conditions areTCA = 217 K, RH∗

i = 120%, s =
0 s−1.

Fig. 5. Temporal evolution of total extinctionE for different strat-
ification. NBV/(10−2s−1)=0.5 (red), 0.7 (green), 1.0 (black),
1.3 (blue) and 2.0 (brown). The radiation routine is turned on
(solid) or off (dotted). The ambient conditions areTCA=217K,
RH∗

i
=120%,s=0s−1.

uplift of the contrail has a smaller magnitude than the tur-
bulent velocity fluctuations. These wind fluctuations lead to
strong fluctuations in the humidity field and these are similar
above and far away from the contrail.

5 Depth of the supersaturated layer

In this section we vary the thickness of the supersaturated
layer. In the base case aLRH∗

i
=1km deep layer with constant

RH∗

i was prescribed. Together with the 500 m thick transition
zones above and below that layer we get a∼1.3km-deep su-
persaturated layer for RH∗i =120%. About 1km of the layer is
below the original flight level, as shown in Fig.7. This fig-
ure also displays the humidity profiles of further simulations
with LRH∗

i
=800m,600m and 400m. As the primary wake

sinks at most 300m below the flight level, the initial contrail
ice lies in all cases completely inside the supersaturated re-
gion. We do not treat cases where the primary wake sinks
into a subsaturated layer during the vortex phase. The am-
bient conditions areTCA=217K, RH∗

i =120%,s=0s−1. Fig-
ure 8 shows vertical profiles ofτhor. After 2000s no fall-
streaks have formed yet and the profiles are nearly identical
for the variousLRH∗

i
. After t=6500s and 11 000s, the fall-

streaks are smaller forLRH∗
i
=600m and especially 400m.

Nevertheless, the core region is virtually unaffected. Obvi-
ously, a thinner supersaturated layer does not lead to a weak-
ening of the core region, it merely reduces the depth of the
fallstreaks. As most crystals are located in the core region
and only a small fraction sediments (less than 5% over 6 h),
the fraction of sublimating crystals is similar for the various
LRH∗

i
(not shown). The above findings are consistent with

the results of Part 1 where the standard simulations already
showed that vertical growth is due to sedimentation and to a
lesser extent due to turbulent mixing and that the core region
contains a large fraction of the crystals and stays at about the
same altitude (when the radiation routine is turned off).
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Fig. 6. Vertical profile of optical thicknessτhor for different stratification att = 6500 s. NBV /(10−2 s−1) = 0.5 (red),0.7 (green),1.0
(black),1.3 (blue) and2.0 (brown). The activation of the radiation routine and the wind shear are indicated above each column. The ambient
conditions areTCA = 217K, RH∗

i = 120%. The original flight level is atz = 800m.

Fig. 6. Vertical profile of optical thicknessτhor for different stratification att=6500s.NBV/(10−2s−1)=0.5 (red), 0.7 (green), 1.0 (black),
1.3 (blue) and 2.0 (brown). The activation of the radiation routine and the wind shear are indicated above each column. The ambient
conditions areTCA=217K, RH∗

i
=120%. The original flight level is atz=800m.
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Fig. 7. Vertical profiles of background relative humidity with various thicknesses of the supersaturated layer.

Fig. 7. Vertical profiles of background relative humidity with various thicknesses of the supersaturated layer.

The importance of a fallstreak increases with time as its
ice mass increases. More and larger ice crystals sediment out
of the core region. The ice mass of the core region starts to
diminish as soon as the sedimentation loss is no longer bal-
anced by depositional growth. At later stages in the contrail-
cirrus evolution the ice in the fallstreaks contributes substan-
tially to the optical thickness (along the vertical) and to the
total extinctionE. Figure9 shows the temporal evolution
of total extinction and optical thickness (along the vertical).
The total extinction is initially nearly identical for the var-
ious LRH∗

i
. However,E increases longer and attains larger

maxima the deeper the supersaturated layer is. The intrinsic
timescale of the contrails rises from two (LRH∗

i
=400m) to

three (LRH∗
i
=1km) hours. Analogously the optical thickness

is larger when the fallstreaks are vertically more extended.
Concluding, it seems that contrails are persistent and

can evolve substantially in supersaturated layers of&500m
depth. Radiation might cause a contrail to move out of
a thin layer. However, if radiation causes an updraught,
the contrail layer adiabatically cools and supports contrail
growth as excess water vapour becomes available for deposi-
tion. Then it also depends on the humidity profile above the

supersaturated layer whether the contrail can grow on once it
gets lifted above that layer.

6 Potential of re-nucleation

Many ice crystals sublimate already during the vortex phase
and their soot cores stay within the contrail region or in its
immediate environment. These soot particles may act as cen-
tres for heterogeneous ice nucleation during the contrail-to-
cirrus transformation phase, in particular since pre-activation
inside the former ice crystals might have made them potent
ice nuclei with relatively low nucleation threshold. The po-
tential of these soot particles to re-nucleate ice during the
later phases of contrail development is assessed in this sec-
tion. (Aircraft combustor soot may also be able to affect ice
cloud formation far downstream and long after its emission;
these effects are not studied here.)

We assume that each ice crystal that sublimates dur-
ing the vortex phase releases one pre-activated soot parti-
cle. Although it is not known whether pre-activation oc-
curs at all, we assume – in the spirit of a sensitivity study
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Fig. 8. Vertical profiles of optical thicknessτhor at t = 2000 s, 6500 s and11000 s for different thicknessesLRH∗

i
of the supersaturated

layer. LRH∗

i
is 1 km (red),800 m (green),600 m (blue) resp.400m (brown). The ambient conditions areTCA = 217 K, RH∗

i = 120%

ands = 0 s−1. The profiles were shifted in the vertical such that the original flight levelis always atz = 1300 m.

Fig. 8. Vertical profiles of optical thicknessτhor at t=2000s,6500s and 11000s for different thicknessesLRH∗
i

of the supersaturated layer.

LRH∗
i

is 1km (red), 800m (green), 600m (blue) resp. 400m (brown). The ambient conditions areTCA=217K, RH∗
i
=120% ands=0s−1. The

profiles were shifted in the vertical such that the original flight level is always atz=1300m.
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Fig. 9. Temporal evolution of total extinction and predominant optical thicknessτpre for different thicknessesLRH∗

i
of the supersaturated

layer. LRH∗

i
is 1 km (red),800 m (green),600 m (blue) resp.400m (brown). The ambient conditions areTCA = 217 K, RH∗

i = 120%

ands = 0 s−1.

Fig. 9. Temporal evolution of total extinction and predominant optical thicknessτpre for different thicknessesLRH∗
i

of the supersaturated

layer. LRH∗
i

is 1km (red), 800m (green), 600m (blue) resp. 400m (brown). The ambient conditions areTCA=217K, RH∗
i
=120% and

s=0s−1.

– heterogeneous nucleation thresholds RHhet for such soot
particles in the range from 101% to 130%. In a reference
run the nucleation was turned off. To excite nucleation we
introduced a synoptic-scale vertical motionw0 in the total
domain. The simulations are initialised withTCA=217K,
RH∗

i =120% ands=0s. Betweent=1000s and 3000s, a
steady updraught withw0=10cms−1 leads to a 2K temper-
ature drop which corresponds to a rise of RH∗

i to 152%.
Between 4000s and 6000s the complete layer sinks with
the same speed and finally reaches the original altitude. In
Fig. 10 the mentioned time intervals are marked by vertical
lines.

About 50% of the initial ice crystalsN00=3.4 ·1012m−1

survive the vortex phase (see UGS08). Thus at the begin-
ning of the dispersion phaseN0=1.7·1012m−1 crystals and
about the same number of soot particles are present. In the
limiting case when all sublimated ice crystals re-nucleate in
the course of the simulation, the ice crystal number would
rise to the upper limitN00 (minus the number of crystals lost
by sedimentation). Figure10 shows the total number of ice
crystals (i.e. sum of contrail ice and heterogeneously formed
ice). First we discuss the reference case (black solid curve)
where we turned off nucleation. The ice crystal number first

drops, as crystals sublimate in the remnants of a sinking vor-
tex pair. Betweent=1000s and 4000s the updraught speed is
non-negative and no crystals sublimate. After 4000s subsi-
dence (w0=−10cms−1) leads to sublimation of crystals. At
later stages the sedimentation process also contributes to the
crystal loss. The other displayed quantities total extinction,
optical thickness and effective radius depend on the deposi-
tional growth of the crystals. As expected they in/decrease
during the up/downdraught period (with some delay).

With re-nucleation the evolution ofN changes. The rel-
ative humidity in the vicinity of the contrail turns out to be
mostly below 110%, although the ambient value is 120%.
Hence new crystals form in the early dispersion phase only if
their nucleation threshold is low, RHhet≤110%. The ambient
relative humidity rises during the updraught period and re-
nucleation takes place for all RHhet. Yet the conversion rate
into crystals is probably small (if there is a pre-activation at
all). For RHhet≥120% the contrail properties differ insignif-
icantly from the reference case. If RHhet was only 101%,
60% (over total time) and 10% (during the updraught) of
the soot particles would re-nucleate. The higher is RHhet,
the fewer crystals form. If crystals form at low nucleation
thresholds they experience weak supersaturation, they hardly
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Fig. 10. Temporal evolution of total ice crystal number, total extinction, predominant optical thicknessτpre and effective radius for different
heterogeneous freezing thresholdsRHhet = 130% (red),120% (green),110% (blue),105% (brown) resp.101% (magenta). All quantities
consider the contrail ice plus heterogeneously formed ice. In the reference simulation (black) nucleation was disabled. The dashed curves
show runs with radiation switched on (black: reference run, green:RHhet = 120%). The vertical lines indicate the time intervals of different
vertical motionsw0. The ambient conditions are initiallyTCA = 217 K, RH∗

i = 120% ands = 0 s−1.

Fig. 10. Temporal evolution of total ice crystal number, total extinction, predominant optical thicknessτpre and effective radius for different
heterogeneous freezing thresholds RHhet=130% (red), 120% (green), 110% (blue), 105% (brown) resp. 101% (magenta). All quantities
consider the contrail ice plus heterogeneously formed ice. In the reference simulation (black) nucleation was disabled. The dashed curves
show runs with radiation switched on (black: reference run, green: RHhet=120%). The vertical lines indicate the time intervals of different
vertical motionsw0. The ambient conditions are initiallyTCA=217K, RH∗

i
=120% ands=0s−1.

affect the total ice mass, total extinction and effective radius
until the updraught sets in. Only during the updraught pe-
riod the re-nucleated crystals grow and lead to higher opti-
cal thicknesses, higher total extinction and smaller effective
radii. These differences remain until the end of the simula-
tion since the new crystals hardly sublimate during the down-
draught phase.

In two more runs (dashed curves) we tested whether
radiation-induced contrail lifting may enhance the heteroge-
neous nucleation process. We used again the cloudless sum-
mer day scenario where the radiation-induced contrail lifting
is strong. The synoptic scale vertical motion is initialised
as above. In a reference run no nucleation was allowed
(black dashed curve). In a second run we set RHhet=120%
(green dashed curve). The simulations without radiation
showed that only a small fraction of pre-activated aerosols
re-nucleate at this threshold humidity. Turning on the radia-
tion routine leads to more nucleation events than in the two
corresponding simulations with no radiation (compare black
to green lines in Fig.10). Nevertheless, theN -evolution
does not change qualitatively. Looking at the evolution of
total extinction and optical thickness reveals that the addi-
tional nucleation is a second order effect compared to the
general impact of radiation-induced contrail lifting. Clearly
the reference run with radiation shows higher total extinc-
tion values than the “no radiation“-run with RHhet=101%. It

seems that radiation prolongs the contrail’s lifetime, whereas
we can neither deny nor confirm that heterogeneous nucle-
ation process affects the lifetime.

7 Discussion

The sensitivity studies show that the initially present ice
number concentration affects not only the contrail evolution
up to the end of the vortex phase but later as well when the
contrail evolves into a cirrus cloud. Under otherwise identi-
cal conditions a change of the initial crystal number strongly
affects the crystal number present in the contrail-cirrus. This
provides a handle to modify contrail-cirrus properties and
lifetimes directly via the soot emission. The soot emission
index, EIsoot (i.e. the number of soot particles per kg fuel
burnt), can vary over two orders of magnitudes for various
aircraft (1015/kg− 1013/kg). A few K below the contrail
formation threshold (Schmidt-Appleman criterion, seeSchu-
mann, 1996) each soot particle emitted nucleates an ice crys-
tal (Kärcher and Yu, 2009). Hence reducingEIsoot in a cer-
tain range (seeKärcher and Yu, 2009, for details) reduces
the initial ice crystal number in a linear fashion, and this will
lead to a reduction of the optical thickness and lifetime of
contrail-cirrus, a desired effect. A reduction ofEIsootby two
orders of magnitude can reduce the intrinsic timescale by one
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hour and the optical thickness by a factor 5 which both would
reduce the climate impact. Hence future engines with lower
soot number emissions could potentially lead to a reduction
of the climate impact of aviation.

Radiative transfer studies of contrails with assumed prop-
erties (Myhre and Stordal, 2001; Stuber et al., 2006; Stu-
ber and Forster, 2007) indicate that contrails contribute more
to radiative forcing of climate during nighttime than during
daytime although flights spend on average more time dur-
ing day than during night. It might be that the degree of the
day/night differences is actually smaller than computed in the
pure radiative transfer studies. As our results show, contrail
ice mass (hence optical effects) can grow due to the influence
of radiation (i.e. radiative heating), which then also leads to
a prolongation of their lifetime. In all our studies this effect
was stronger for daytime than nighttime simulations. Thus,
on average we expect that daytime contrails may be optically
thicker and get older than nighttime contrails and such ef-
fects should be taken into account in comparisons of day-
vs. nighttime contrails.

The strongest radiative heating of contrail-cirrus and there-
fore the strongest support of its further growth is given on
summer days when no other clouds are beneath. Of course,
these are the situations when contrail observation conditions
from the ground (human observers and lidars) but also for
visual and automated inspection of satellite imagery are op-
timal. It is quite possible therefore that observational data
sets are biased in favour of the thicker contrails and contrail-
cirrus.

The radiative heating has an effect only after 1–2 h in our
simulations, even when we assume a moist environment with
RH∗

i =130% (contrail optical thickness∼0.3). Earlier con-
trail simulations that studied contrail evolution up to 30 min
(Chlond, 1998; Gierens, 1996; Gierens and Jensen, 1998)
found only weak (negligible) radiation influence which is
conceivable when, as shown here, the radiation effects act
only on timescales exceeding one hour. Accordingly, only
Jensen et al.(1998), simulating up to 3 h, found a radiative
impact.

The depth of the supersaturated layerLRH∗
i

is not a lim-
iting factor for the evolution of the contrail core as long as
it exceeds 500m, since the contrail core region (with peaks
in crystal number concentration and extinction) has a verti-
cal extent of about 300m. Although the average depth of
ice supersaturated layers seems to exceed 500m (Spichtinger
et al., 2003; Treffeisen et al., 2007; Rädel and Shine, 2007),
the statistical distribution of the layer depths peaks at smaller
values in all these studies and very thick ISSRs occur rarely.
Hence, fallstreaks from contrails should rarely be as strong
as in our simulations which generally assumed an ISSR layer
depth of more than one km.

8 Conclusions

From the sensitivity studies presented in this paper we can
draw the following conclusions:

– The initial number of crystals, mostly equal to the num-
ber of soot particles emitted, has a direct impact on the
microphysical and optical properties of contrails even in
its later evolution into a cirrus cloud. Aviation could get
“greener” if engines with reduced soot number emission
indices were be introduced.

– Radiation can modify the contrail evolution qualita-
tively and can prolong the contrails’ lifetimes under
conditions of high supersaturation and/or temperature.
The impact on the contrail evolution depends most sen-
sitively on the existence of a cloud underneath, followed
by the season and the time of day.

– Most favourable conditions for the contrail lifting and
ice mass growth are given on cloudless summer days,
the least favourable during cloudy winter nights. As
otherwise cloud free skies present the optimum con-
ditions for observations, this might produce a bias in
statistics derived from observations.

– In a slightly stable atmosphere radiation can lead to 2–
3 times higher total ice masses than in a strongly stable
atmosphere.

– The weighting of nighttime vs. daytime contrails re-
garding their radiative forcing should be considered
again taking into account that on average contrail cir-
rus might be optically thicker and longer lasting during
the day than during night.

– Homogeneous nucleation of new crystals associated
with a radiation-induced contrail lifting did not happen
in our simulations.

– Ice nuclei (pre-activated soot cores) released from subli-
mating ice crystals during the vortex phase could lead to
heterogeneous re-nucleation later under synoptic cool-
ing conditions (uplifting), if the nucleation threshold is
set to low values of RHhet≤105%.

– The depth of the supersaturated layerLRH∗
i

is not a lim-
iting factor for the contrail core evolution as long as it
exceeds 500m. However, layer depth distributions for
ice supersaturation layers peak at smaller values, hence
fallstreaks from contrail-cirrus are expected to actually
be weaker on average than in our numerical studies.

In this paper we have presented a large number of idealised
studies of contrail-to-cirrus transition (see Table1 for an
overview). These have helped to acquire an improved under-
standing of the processes involved. For the future, however,
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we need certain steps away from the idealised scenarios to-
wards more realistic situations. For instance, we have to take
into account that contrails usually occur in clusters and in-
teract over regions with heavy air traffic. It is probable that
saturation effects will occur in air corridors (Gierens, 1998)
that are not reflected in simulations of single contrails. Also,
synoptic and mesoscale conditions have to be taken into ac-
count when statements are to be made on contrail-cirrus a
couple of hours old. To enhance our model’s capabilities in
these directions is our current work.
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